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Abst rac t  
We consider aproblem in homotopy theory that has been reduced to enumerative combinatorics 
by Christensen i (Ideals in Triangulated Categories: Phantoms, Ghosts and Skeleta, Ph.D. Thesis, 
MIT, Cambridge, MA). (Although the motivation is topological, the problem is of independent 
combinatorial interest.) Consider a directed graph with vertices labeled by the non-negative 
integers. There is an outgoing edge from vertex n for each 0 in the binary representation of 
n (excluding 'leading zeros'); if the 2 s term in n is 0, then the corresponding edge goes from 
vertex n to vertex n - 2% Let f(n) be the length of the longest sequence of edges starting with 
vertex n, and let 9(n) be the longest sequence of edges starting from any vertex q ~< n. Then we 
analyze several unusual properties of f ,  and prove that the frequency table of 9(n) is a sequence 
of non-decreasing powers of 2, where 2 a appears a + 1 times (a >~ 1). (~) 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
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This short note discusses a problem in enumerative combinatorics that originally 
arose in homotopy theory. Although the motivation is topological, the problem is of  
independent combinatorial interest. 
Consider a directed graph with vertices labeled by the non-negative integers. There is 
an outgoing edge from vertex n for each 0 in the binary representation of n (excluding 
'leading zeros'); if the 2 s term in n is 0, then the corresponding edge goes from vertex 
n to vertex n -  2 s. We will sometimes label this edge with '2 s' for convenience. Thus 
from vertex 12=11002, there are outgoing edges to vertex 11=10112 and vertex 
10 = 10102. Let f (n )  be the length of  the longest sequence of edges starting with 
vertex n, and let 9(n) be the longest sequence of edges starting from any vertex q ~< n. 
(Thus 9(n)= maxq~<, f (q) . )  Notice that there are no outgoing edges from numbers of  
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Fig. 1. The first 17 vertices of the directed graph. 
the form 2 t -  1, and that for n>O,f(n)<~ g(n -  1)+ 1. (We include the vertex 0 to 
make the statement of Corollary 3 simpler.) 
Call a sequence of edges starting at vertex n a longest chain if there are f (n )  edges 
in the chain, and the head of each edge is the tail of the subsequent one. Call an edge 
a good edge of a vertex n if it is the first edge of a longest chain starting at vertex n. 
The first 17 vertices of the directed graph, with edges, are given in Fig. 1. The good 
edges are represented by solid lines, and the other edges are represented by dotted 
lines. Values of f (n )  and g(n) for small n are given in Table 1. 
Lemma 1. Each non-negative integer n has a unique representation n = m2P +k where 
m=m(n) ,p - -p (n) ,  and k=k(n)  are integers and p>O,p-  1 <<. m <~2p-  1, and 
0 <~ k<2 p. 
The proof is straightforward, and has been omitted. Call this the proper form of n. 
The frequency table of g(n) for small n is given in Table 2. A pattern is immediately 
evident: 2 appears twice, 4 appears three times, 8 appears four times, and so on. This 
pattern, observed by Christensen, corresponds to a certain measure of 'complexity' 
(the Steenrod length) of real projective n-space RP". The topology involved will be 
discussed briefly in the next section, but will not be relevant o the combinatorial 
arguments. 
This pattern is codified by the following result. 
Theorem 2. I f  m2P +k is the proper form of a non-negative integer n (see Lemma 1), 
then g(n)= p(p - 1)/2 + m. 
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Table 1 
Values of f(n) and g(n) for small n 
n Partition of f(n) 9(n) 
n into~,fl, y
0 0,, 0 0 
1 ,,1 0 0 
2 1,0, 1 1 
3 ,,11 0 1 
4 1,_00, 2 2 
5 1,0,1 1 2 
6 1,10, 2 2 
7 ,,111 0 2 
8 10,00, 3 3 
9 1,_00,1 2 3 
10 10,10, 3 3 
11 1,0,11 1 3 
12 11,00, 4 4 
13 1,10,1 2 4 
14 11,10, 3 4 
15 ,,1111 0 4 
16 10,000, 5 5 
17 10,00,1 3 5 
18 10,010, 4 5 
19 1,_00,11 2 5 
20 10,100, 5 5 
21 10,10,1 3 5 
22 10,110, 4 5 
23 1,0,111 1 5 
24 11,_000, 6 6 
25 11,_00,1 4 6 
26 11,010, 5 6 
27 1,10,11 2 6 
28 11,100, 6 6 
29 11,10,1 3 6 
30 11,110, 4 6 
31 ,,11111 0 6 
32 100,000, 7 7 
417 
Table 2 
Frequency table for g(n) for small n 
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
#{nlg(n)=s) 2 2 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 16 16 16 16 16 32 
The next  coro l la ry  fo l lows  immediate ly  f rom Theorem 2. 
Coro l la ry  3. The frequency table of  g(n) is a list o f  non-decreasing powers o f  2, 
where 2 a appears a + 1 times (a >>. 1). 
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In order to prove Theorem 2, we will give an effective method for calculating f (n )  
that is much faster than considering all paths starting from vertex n. The following 
result illustrates the subtlety of finding good edges. 
Proposition 4. I f  n = 2 s, there are at most two good edges. I f  there are two good 
edges, then they correspond to consecutive powers of two in the binary expansion 
of n. I f  2 s-h(s) is the largest power of two corresponding to a good edge, then as s 
grows, h(s) ,.~ O(logs). 
Hence when n is a large power of two, the good edge(s) from vertex n correspond 
to the digit(s) roughly O(loglogn) from the left. 
Proposition 4 will not be proved, although it is a consequence of Proposition 8. 
1. Topological motivation 
The Steenrod length and ghost length of an object X (such as a CW-complex) in 
the stable homotopy category are in some sense both measures of the complexity of 
that object. The (mod2) Steenrod length of X is one more than the length of the 
longest chain of non-zero Steenrod operations in the mod2 cohomology of X. The 
ghost length of X is the number of wedges of spheres needed to 'build' X, where 
'build' means 'build using cofibrations and retracts' in the stable homotopy category. 
The Steenrod length of X is no greater than the ghost length of X ([2 Proposition 7.2]). 
In [2] Section 7, Christensen otes that the Steenrod length of real projective n-space 
~pn is g(n) + 1. By calculating (n), we thus calculate the Steenrod length of ~pn 
and bound the ghost length of g~pn from below. This bound is known to be inexact, 
as the Steenrod length of ~56 is 10 by Theorem 2 but the ghost length is known to 
be at least 11 ([4]), and the inequality is much worse for ~n where n is large. By an 
explicit construction of R~ n in [n/4] +2 steps, Christensen proves that the ghost length 
of ~Pn is at most [n/4] + 2 [2, Proposition 7.5]. By inspection, g(n) + 1 = [n/4] + 2 
for 2 ~< n -%< 19, so the ghost length is equal to the Steenrod length in this range. 
For references and more detailed discussion by an expert, see [2], especially the 
introduction and Section 7. 
2. Proof of theorems 
We begin with three lemmas. 
Lemma 5. I f  m2 p + k is the proper form of n and m'2 p' + k ~ is the proper form of 
[n/2], then p' >1 p -  1. 
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Proof. Otherwise, if p' <<. p - 2, 
(p  - 1)2 p - l  ~< [n/2] = m'2 p' + k' <2(p  - 2)2 p-2 = (p - 2)2 p - I  
which is impossible. [] 
Lemma 6. I f  n & not of the form 2t -1  (i.e. n has a zero in its base 2 representation), 
then there is a 9ood edge corresponding to one of the zeros in the rightmost block 
of  zeros of  n (written in base 2). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. By inspection, the result holds for small n. 
Assume it holds for all integers less than n. Let n ~ (n -  2 ~) be a good edge, and 
assume it does not correspond to a zero in the rightmost block of  zeros of  n. Then by 
the inductive hypothesis, there is a good edge 
(n - 2a)---~ (n - 2 a - 2 b) 
corresponding to a zero in the rightmost block of zeros of (n - 2 6). Thus there is a 
longest chain from vertex n beginning 
n---~(n - 2~) ~ (n - 2 ~ - 2b). 
I f  we replace (n -  2 ~) by (n -  2 b) in the above chain, we have another chain, and 
the first edge n--+ (n -  2 b) corresponds to a zero in the rightmost block of  zeros 
in n. [] 
Lemma 7. The value of  f (n )  is unchanged by appending a '1 '  to the end of  the 
binary representation of n, i.e. f (n )  =f(2n  + 1). 
Proof. The chains starting from vertex n correspond to chains starting from vertex 
2n + 1. More precisely, given a chain 
n = n o ---+ nl ---+ • • • ' - -~na,  
there is a corresponding chain 
2n + 1 =2n0 + 1--*2nl + 1 ~ . . .  ---~2n~ ÷ 1. 
The converse is also true, as edges from odd vertices lead only to odd vertices. [] 
Given n, divide its binary representation i to three parts, ~, t ,  and 7, where y is the 
block of  l ' s  at the end of  n (possibly empty), and l(fl) - 1 ~< ct ~ 21(fl) - 1 where l(fl) 
is the number of  digits of  t ,  and ~ is interpreted as an integer. Notice that the proper 
form of the binary number ~fl (concatenated, not multiplied) is ~2t(/~)+fl. The parts ~, t ,  
and ~ are uniquely determined for any n - -  the right part 7 is clearly uniquely deter- 
mined, and as the proper form of ~fl is ct2t(~)+fl, by Lemma 1 ~t and fl are uniquely de- 
termined as well. For example, if n = 385 = 1100000012, then ~ = 110, fl = 00000, ~ = 1. 
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The division into parts of the binary expansions of the numbers 0 to 32 is given in 
the second column of Table 1. The three parts are separated by commas. The zeros 
corresponding to good edges are underlined. 
If  n is not of the form 2 t - -  1 ,  define the canonical edge from vertex n to be the edge 
corresponding to the leftmost zero in the rightmost block of zeros in the middle part 
ft. Thus if the middle part fl consists only of zeros, the canonical edge corresponds 
to the leftmost zero in the middle part ft. Otherwise, the canonical edge corresponds 
to the leth-nost zero in the rightmost block of zeros of n. Let c(n) be the number of 
the vertex at the head of the canonical edge of n. For example, the canonical edge 
from n = 385 = 1100000012 is the first zero in fl (which is the second zero in n), and 
c(n) = 1011000012 = 353. To find the canonical edge from n in row n of Table 1, look 
at the second column, discard everything before the first comma, and take the leftmost 
zero in the rightmost block of zeros in the remainder. That digit has been written in 
bold face. 
We will see (Proposition 8) that all canonical edges are good. Thus we will have 
a 'canonical chain', a sequence of canonical edges of length f (n ) .  This gives a quick 
way of computing f (n )  that avoids a lengthy search for good edges. 
For example, if n =385 as above, the canonical edge (corresponding to the edge 
385 ~ 353) is the first edge in a longest (canonical) chain 
385 ~ 353 ~ 337 --+ 329 ~ 325 ~ 323 ~ 291 ~ 275 
267 ~ 263 ~ 231 ~ 215 ~ 207 ~ 175 ~ 159 ~ 95 ~ 63. 
Theorem 2 is a consequence of the following proposition. 
Proposition 8. For n >1 1, write n in proper form: n = m2 p + k. Then the following 
eight propositions are true. 
A,. I f  n is odd, then f (n )= f ( (n  - 1)/2), and the canonical edge is good. 
B,. I f  k=O,  then f (n )= p(p  - 1)/2 + m, and the canonical edge is good. Also, 
g(n) =f(n)=g(n  - 1) + 1. 
C,. I f  k is even and non-zero, then the canonical edge is good. 
Dn. f (n )  <~ f(m2P).  
E,. I f  k = 2 p -  ' and m ~ 2p - 1, equality holds in D,. 
F~. The number at the end o f  the canonical chain will consist o f  at least p - 1 
ones (when written in binary), and there are exactly p - 1 ones if  and only i f  
(m,k )=(p-  1,0). 
G~. I f  n is even, f (n )  >1 f (n /2 )  + p - 1. Equivalently, by Lemma 7, f (n  + 1) -%< 
f (n )  - (p  - 1). 
H.. g(n) = p(p  - 1)/2 + m. 
Thus the successive maxima of f (n )  are at m2 p (p  - 1 <~ m <,% 2p  - 1), and the 
canonical edge is good in all cases. Theorem 2 is Hn. 
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Proof. We prove that the statements An . . . . .  Hn are all true by induction on n. For small 
n, all eight hold by inspection. Now assume the result for all numbers less than n. 
An: I f  n is odd, f (n )=f ( (n  - 1)/2) by Lemma 7. Under the correspondence of 
Lemma 7, the canonical edge from vertex n corresponds to the canonical edge from 
vertex (n -  1)/2. By A~n-1)/2, the canonical edge from (n -  1)/2 is good, which 
corresponds to a good edge from n. Thus the canonical edge from vertex n is good, 
and An is proved. 
Bn: As k = 0,n = m2 p. Write n -  1 in proper form: n -  1 = ml2P'+ U. Then either 
m>p-  1 and (m' ,p ' )=(m - 1,p), or m=p-  1 and (m' ,p ' )=(2p-  3, p -  1). In 
either case, g(n-  1)=(p-  1)p /2+m-  1 from Hn-l ,  so f (n )  <~ p(p -  1) /2+m.  
Now c(n)=n - 2 p - I  =m2 p - 2 p-1 . I f  m> p - 1, 
f ( c (n ) )  = f ( (m - 1)2 p + 2 p-1 ) 
= f ( (m - 1)2 p) (by E(m_l)2p+2p-, ) 
=p(p- -1 ) /2+m--1  (byB~m_l)2p). 
Otherwise, if m = p - 1, 
f ( c (n ) )  -- f ( (2p  - 3)2 p - I  ) 
= (p  - 1)(p - 2)/2 + (2p - 3) (by B(2p_3)2p-i ) 
= p(p - -  1)/2 + m- -  1. 
In both cases, 
f (n )  >~ f (c (n ) )+ 1 
= p(p  - 1)/2 + m. (1) 
As f (n )  <<, p (p  - 1)/2 + m, equality holds in (1), so f (n )=f (c (n ) )  + 1 and the 
canonical edge is good. 
Cn: By Lemma 6, there is a good edge corresponding to one of  the zeros in the 
rightmost block of zeros. As k ~ 0, Cn can be restated as saying that the lettmost zero 
in the rightmost block of zeros is a good edge. It suffices to show that, for all s such 
that 2 s+2 [ n, the longest chain starting with the edge corresponding to 2 s is shorter 
than the longest chain starting with the edge corresponding to 2 s+l. This will show 
that the longest chain starting with the (s + 1)st zero from the right is shorter than the 
longest chain starting with the (s + 2) nd. Therefore, the longest chain starting with the 
lettmost zero in the block will be longer than a chain starting with any other zero in 
that block. (In particular this will prove that the leftmost zero is the only good edge 
in the rightmost block of zeros.) 
Thus if k = ( I+  1 )2 s+2 (hence s < p -2  as k < 2 p), we wish to show that f (n -2  ~+l ) > 
f (n -  2~), that is: 
f (m2 p + 12 s+2 + 2 s+l ) >~ f (m2 p +/2  s+2 + 2 s+l + 2 "3) + 1. (2) 
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But each edge of  the canonical chain ofm2P+12*+2+2 *+1 is good, by {Aq, Bq, fq}q<n, 
and the first s + 1 steps of the canonical chain are 
2 s 12s+2 2'-  I 1 p 12s+ 2m2P+12s+2+2*+l-- .+m2P+ +2* ---+ ...----+m2 + +1.  
Thus 
f (m2 p +/2  *+2 + 2 s+l) 
=s + l + f (m2 p+12 *+2+1)  
=st  1 +f(m2 p-1 + 12 s+l) (by Lemma 7). (3) 
Similarly, the first 2s steps of the canonical chain starting at m2 p + 12s+2 + 2"+1+ 2 s 
are 
SO 
m2 p + 12 *+2 + 2 *+l + 2* 2'-1---+ m2 p + 12 s+2 + 2 s+l + 2 *-I 2s-2----+ 
2' 12s+2 2s+l l - -~m2P+12*+2+2s+J+l---+m2P+ + +1 
2'-' 12s+2 + 2 s 2 s-2 12s+2 -.+ m2 P + +1---+ . . .  2--+m2P + +2+1 
f (m2 p + 12 s+2 + 2 *+1 + 2 s) 
f (n )  = s + f (m2 p + 12 s+l + 1) 
<~ s + f (m2 p + 12 s+l ) -- (p  - 1) (by Gm2p+12s+l ) 
( s -  (p -  1 ) )+ f (m2 p) (by D,,,2p+t2.~+~) 
<~ f (m2 p) (ass~<p-1) .  
SO 
= 2s + f (m2 p + 12 s+2 + 3) 
=2s+f(m2 p- I  + /2  s+l + 1) (by Lemma 7). (4) 
By Gm2p -1+12s+1 , 
f (m2 p-1 + 12 s+l) ~> f (m2 p-1 + 12 *+1 + 1)+ p - -  2. 
Combining this inequality with Eqs. (3) and (4) (and using s < p -2) ,  we get Eq. (2). 
Dn: I f k  =0,Dn is trivially true. I f k  is odd, by Bm2,',f(q) <~ f (m2 p) for all q<m2 p, 
so f (n )  = f ( (n  - 1)/2) < f (m2P) .  
I f  k is even and non-zero, let k=12s+l+ 2' where k<2 p (so s ~<p-  1). By 
hq,Bq ,  Cq ( for  q ~< n), all canonical edges from vertices no greater than n are good. 
The canonical chain from vertex n begins 
m2 p + 12s+l + 2 s 2~-' 12,+l + 2 s-  1 2"-2 ~ m2 p 12,+1 ---+ m2 p + -.+ . . .  + + 1 
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E,: I fm¢2p- l ,2p -2 ,  
f (m2 p + 1)= f (m2 p - l )  (by Lemma 7) 
=(p -2) (p -  1 ) /2+m (by Brn2p-') 
=p(p - l ) /2+m-(p -1)  
=f(m2P) - (p  - 1) (by B,n2p). 
I f  m=2p - 2, 
f ( (2p -  2)2 p + 1)=f ( (p -  1)2 p) (by Lemma 7) 
= p(p  - 1)/2 + p - 1 (by B(p-1)2p) 
= p(p  - 1)/2 + (2p - 2) - (p  - 1) 
= f ( (2p  - 2)2 p) - (p - 1) 
Thus if m ¢ 2p - 1, then 
f (m2 p + 1)= f (m2 p) -  (p -  1). 
(by B(2p-2)2p ). 
(5) 
( I f  m = 2p-  1, a similar argument shows that f (m2 p + 1 )= f (m2 p) - p, but we will 
not need this fact.) 
The first p -  1 edges of the canonical chain of vertex n=m2 p +2 p- I  are 
m2 p + 2 p - I  2-~2 m2P -+- 2P-2 2P--~ 3 ' ' '  l--~m2P + 1 
which are all good edges by {Cq}q.<n. Thus, 
f (n )=f (m2 p + 1) + p -  1 =f(m2 p) 
by Eq. (5). 
F,: I f  k is even and nonzero, then the proper form of c(n) is m2P+k ' with 0 <k '  <k,  
so by F<,), Fn is true. 
I f  k is odd, and the proper form of  (n - 1)/2 is ml2 p' -F k I, then p'  ~> p - 1 (by 
Lemma 5). I f  (m', k ' )~  (p ' -  1, 0) then the number at the end of  the canonical chain 
of (n - 1)/2 will have at least p '  ~> p - 1 ones in its binary expansion by F(~-l)/2. 
I f  (m' ,k ' )=(p ' -  1,0), then (m,p ,k )=(2p ' -2 ,  p ' , l ) ,  so the number at the end of 
the canonical chain of (n - 1)/2 will have at least p '  - 1 = p - 1 ones in its binary 
expansion. Then by the correspondence of Lemma 7, the number at the end of the 
canonical chain will consist of  at least p ones. 
I f  k=0 and m>p-1 ,  then c(n)=(m-1)2P+2 p- l ,  so by F(m-t)2p+2p-~,Fn holds. 
Finally, if k = 0 and m = p -  1, then the canonical chain begins 
(p  - 1 )2 p 2~-~ (2p - 3)2 p-1 2~f~ z (2p - 4)2 p-1 + 2 p-2 2~f~ 3 . . .  
(2p -  4)2 p - '  ÷ 1. 
To calculate the rest of the canonical chain, we take the canonical chain of (p -2 )2  p - l  
(which ends with a number consisting of exactly p -2  ones by F(p_2)Zp-I ) and append 
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1 to each number in the chain. Thus the canonical chain of (p -  1)2 p ends with a 
number consisting of exactly p -  1 ones. 
Gn: If  ml2 p' +U is the proper form of n/2, then p~ ~> p-  1 by Lemma 5. By F,/2, 
the canonical chain (of length f (n/2))  ends in a number of the form 2 v - 1 where 
v >~ p~ - 1 /> p -  2. I f  v=p ~ - 1 (in which case (m~,U)=(p ~ - 1,0) by Fn/2), then 
the proper form of n is (2p ~-  2)2P', so p= p~; thus we can't simultaneously have 
both v = p~ - I and p~ - 1 = p - 2, so v/> p - 1. Multiply each number in the chain 
by 2 (so the chain now ends with the number 2 ''+1 -2 ) .  Then append the chain 
2 v 12v 2v+1- 2~2v+J -  4+ 122v+L-  8 + 34 . . .  ~ -1  
which has length v. The result is a chain of length f (n/2) + v >~ f(n/2)  + p - 1. A 
longest chain starting at n is at least this long, so f (n)  >>. f(n/2) + p - 1. 
H.: If k=0,  H. follows from B.. I f  k>0 then g(n -  1)= p(p -  1) /2+m by H._l,  
and f (n)  <<. f(m2 p) ~-p(p -  1)/2 + m by D, and Bm2p. Then g(n)= (p -  1)p/2 + m, 
so H, is true. 
3. Further questions 
Several questions till remain. Can all good edges from vertex n be identified? Is 
there another combinatorial interpretation for f (n)  that would lead to a non-recursive 
way of calculating it? What about the related problem of finding the minimal length 
of paths starting at n? 
Several generalizations of this question to other bases are possible. We will describe 
two here, one which is combinatorially pretty and one which corresponds to an in- 
teresting topological question. In both cases, we fix a base b, and consider a directed 
graph with vertices labeled by the non-negative integers. 
G1. There is an outgoing edge from vertex n for each digit d ~ b -  1 in the base 
b representation f n (excluding leading zeros); if the b '~ term is d (d~ b -  1), 
then the corresponding edge goes from vertex n to vertex n -  b s. Define fb(n) 
and gb(n) in the same way as f (n)  and g(n). From examining small values, it 
appears that the frequency table of gb(n) (with a little variation at the beginning 
that has been suppressed) is: 
b (2 (b -  1)) times, b 2 (3 (b -  1) times), b 3 (4 (b -  1) times) . . . .  
which generalizes the b - -2  case of this article. The b - -2  proof does not im- 
mediately carry over, and the relative maxima of fb(n) (i.e. those n for which 
gb(n)>gb(n- 1)) are more complicated. (For example, the powers of 2 are rel- 
ative maxima of f (n )=f2(n) ,  but if b>2 the powers of b are not all relative 
maxima of fb(n).) This may be a sign that something more fundamental is taking 
place that is not captured by the proof of the b = 2 case given here. 
G2. If  the b s term in the base b expansion of vertex n is d (d ~ b -  1), and n has 
more than s + 1 digits, then there is an edge from n to n - (b - 1)b S. Define 
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fb°P(n) and g~°P(n) in the same way as f (n )  and g(n). When b = 2 we recover 
the directed graph studied in this article, so this is another generalization. The 
frequency table of g~°P(n) is again quite simple, although not quite as simple as 
in generalization G1. For example, when b = 3 the table begins 
3 (2 times), 6 (2 times), 
9 (2 times), 18 (4 times), 
27 (2 times), 54 (6 times), 
81 (2 times), 162 (8 times), 
Although the definition (and resulting pattern) are more unwieldy than G1, this 
problem is topologically motivated. The lens space L(n, b) can be defined as the 
quotient of the (2n + 1)-sphere S2n+l by a certain (7//bZ)-action [1, p. 243], or as 
a circle bundle over CP n. The space L(n,2) is the real projective space RP 2n*j . 
There is a natural sequence of inclusions 
L(O,b)CL(1,b)c ... CL(n ,b)c  ... 
and the infinite lens space L(cc, b) is constructed by applying the telescoping 
construction to this sequence. (The lens space L(oo, b) is the classifying space 
B(Z/bF_) for the group Z/bZ.) 
When b is prime, the generalization of the topological problem discussed in 
Section 1 (where real projective spaces are replaced by lens spaces) leads to this 
combinatorial problem. The mod b Steenrod length of the lens spaces L(n,b) is 
-tOP/n~ -- at least vb t )-v l, so the ghost length of L(n,b) is at least g~°P(n)+ 1. 
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